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APPLICABLE SERVICES

POOLING SOLUTIONS
Product also available in pooling
service. Contact us for more details.

RTI MANAGEMENT
This product can be managed by our
RTI Management Service

Plastic Pallet Box - 1211x1011x903mm - 750 L - Foldable

SKU 61261

Foldable plastic pallet boxes with dimensions of 1211 x 1011 x 903mm.
The box has a capacity of 750 litres and a weight of 34.7kg.

TECHNICAL DATA

Material HDPE

Side walls Foldable

Bottom Solid

Inside dimension lenght 1130

Inside dimension width 930

Inside dimension height 715

Outside dimension lenght 1211

Outside dimension width 1011

Outside dimension height 903

Dynamic load 500

Racking load 300

Volume 750

Product new

Type
Industrial palletboxes, Collapsible
Palletbox

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Plastic Pallet Box - 1211x1011x903mm - 750 L
- Foldable

This foldable pallet box for heavy industrial use is ideal for bulk storage
of goods. The outer dimensions (with lid) are 1211 x 1011 x 903mm and
the inner dimensions (with lid) are 1130 x 930 x 715mm. The capacity is
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750 litres and the weight is 34.7kg. When folded, the dimensions are
1211 x 1011 x 322 mm. The pallet box saves space and costs when
folded as the box offers 64% space savings.

The maximum stackable load is 500kg and the maximum racking load is
300kg. The material of the wall consists of PP plastic and the material of
the pallet and lid consists of HDPE plastic. The box is extremely strong
and therefore suitable for heavy industrial use, provides excellent
protection, is accessible from four sides and gives extra flexibility in
handling. The temperature range is from -20°C to 40°C.

This variant comes with a lid.

Link to visit this page:

https://rotom.co.uk/plastic-pallet-box-1211x1011x903mm-750-l-
foldable-61261
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